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Law & Forensics has a proven track record providing litigation consulting services across a wide range of industries,
all over the world. Our consultants are both technologists and trial lawyers, delivering strategic technical and legal
advice and resources to manage challenges during complex disputes. We deal with complex and unique E-Discovery
issues that are beyond the expertise of counsel or the litigation support vendors.
Our litigation support consulting practice is able to act both defensively and offensively, proactively developing effective
response plans and assessing opposing parties to create functional strategies. Our consultants can assist at every
step of the litigation process – be it 100 gigabytes or 50 terabytes, we can meet your needs.

IDENTIFYING &
COLLECTING DATA

Identify and analyze custodians and document locations across multiple devices and servers.
Collect data using E-Discovery or forensics tools and develop defensible collection plans,
Utilize cutting edge software including tracking and documentation.

PROCESSING &
SEARCHING DATA

Process and cull data collected. Search collected data using one of over twelve E-Discovery or
forensics tools our exports are fluent in including Equivo, LAW, Clearwell, Zylabs, EnCase,
Save clients thousands of dollars AccessData, and Nuix.

LEGAL CONSULTING

Draft and track legal hold notices for electronic evidence. Develop and analyze custodians and

Create functional strategies document locations across multiple devices and servers. Design a protocol for review,
protection, and production of documents. Prepare in house technical employees for 30(b)(6)
depositions using our unique insights and experiences in this area. Analyze opposing parties’
E-Discovery susceptibilities and develop responsive strategies.

KEYWORD MEDIATION

Facilitate dialogue and assist parties by designing mutually agreeable keyword searches to
Save clients hundreds of hours winnow out the right documents from the wrong, saving parties, and courts, substantial money,
and thousands of dollars in effort, and time.

document review costs

PREDICTIVE CODING

Provide predictive coding technology and process consulting services. Work with technical and

System Integration, Methods and legal stakeholders to design a solution appropriate for the organization, create data processes
Procedures, Review Strategies, that ensure proper operation of solutions, configure predictive coding software and hardware
Managing Operations to operate within the company systems, and install and test predictive coding solutions.

Case Studies
GLOBAL BEAUTY PRODUCTS COMPANY

GLOBAL PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY

M ORTGAGE LENDER COMPANY

Problem: Identifying and collecting
data.
Solution: L&F was retained to identify
and collect data in a large case. Our
team identified repositories and
prevented three critical servers from
being destroyed before the collection
process. We conducted custodial
interviews using a proprietary
process, and collected 500+
computers, devices, and phones
totally more than 200 TB. We were
able to do this faster than any other
estimate the client received and under
budget.

Problem: Client needed a 30(b)(6)
witness.
Solution: One of our team members
acted as a 30(b)(6) witness on behalf
of a global company involved in a
multibillion dollar dispute. He was able
to make it through deposition and was
found credible.

Problem: Client needed predictive
coding solutions.
Solution: L&F worked with the
company’s in-house legal team to
develop an E-Discovery program
utilizing predictive coding. We saved
the client millions of dollars in legal
and litigation support.

About Law & Forensics
Law & Forensics is a strategic consulting firm with a global presence that assists clients with sensitive
and complex electronic discovery, information governance, computer forensic, information security, and
privacy issues. With a strong record for getting results, reducing costs, mitigating legal risks, and
delivering value, Law & Forensics provides corporations, government agencies, law firms and other
legal, business, and technology stakeholders with solutions to address complex litigations, sensitive
investigations, and regulatory inquiries.
Law & Forensics team members act as testifying expert witnesses, discovery referees, forensic
neutrals, Special Masters, and electronic discovery consultants both in the U.S. and abroad, having
worked on hundreds of matters.

All of Law & Forensics’ work reflects the highest ethical standards, no matter the scope of the task at
hand. We consistently find new ways to serve our clients, and justice, better.

